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Join a whole bunch of excited kids as they begin a new adventure--kindergarten! Includes more

than 75 stickers so little readers can act out getting ready for kindergarten and having fun on the

first day of school.
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Some other reviews mention a reference to daycare and parents crying. My copy did not include

any of those things...only to mention "kids were excited and a little bit scared". It seems that the

publisher has omitted the parts that parents have found troublesome. In fact, the illustrations in my

copy (I ordered on May 2011) are almost completely different than those shown in the 'Look Inside'

feature. I thought this book was very cute and the sticker aspect was very fun as well. The only part

I didn't really care for was the fact that the illustrations show the parents watching the kids

throughout the day which, of course, does not happen in real life. My daughter, who is going to start

Kindergarten this fall, loved this book and I think it helped validate her fear of going to school (new

people, new place, new routine!) for the first time while also showing that it will be fun.UPDATE:This

'Sticker Stories' version of The Night Before Kindergarten is a condensed version of the original



book. The illustrations have been changed to allow for adding stickers to each page.

I babysit and am always "losing" kids to kindergarten, so I now give this book to the kids on my last

day with them. It's such a great book, expresses all the joys and concerns of the kids (and the

parents), and never fails to make the mommies cry. I highly recommend it.

I purchased this as a gift for my best friends daughter before Kindergarten, and I was so glad I did, it

arrived right on time the day before and she was SO happy to get it. The book itself is adorable, it

helps kids with the thought of starting school, she was able to get ready and read this before bed,

then told me all about how her next day was. I plan on getting one for my daughter next year before

she starts school!

This book was recommended by our school, and we all really enjoyed it. Since I have twins, they

thought it was written just for them.

This book eased my Sons mind the night before his first day. The stickers are a great bonus too!

Got this for my 5 year old to read before the first day. Sweet story that presents the time leading up

this big event in a loving, fun way. My son asked to be read it often even after it occurred. Great for

bringing about good conversations without anxiety and pressure. Buy and enjoy. ðŸ˜„

Great book for the night before kindergarten.
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